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with
Experience a 4x4 Desert Safari and 

explore the stunning sandy expanse 

surrounding followed by a BBQ Dinner  

Visit to Observation deck of Burj 

Khalifa followed by Evening Musical 

Fountain Show (Subject to Availability) 

City Tour including Dubai Mall Visit 

Stay at Rolla Residence Hotel 

Apartment 

SIGHTS

Indian National Coach & 
Dronacharya Award recipient



TRAINTOUR INCLUSIONS
This tour is only for participants above the age 
of 10  years with a valid Indian passport and is 
subject to relevant visa approvals 
Tour is inclusive of all meals and accommodation 
on triple sharing basis for 7 Days / 6 Nights 
Batch-wise training sessions will be conducted 
with a maximum capacity of 15 participants in 
each batch
Participation Certificates issued by SQUARE 
OFF SPORTS and INDUSS will be provided to all 
participants in the tour  
One pair of branded travel kit will be provided 
to all participants 
All local travel will be using private bus/coach or 
public transport for training sessions, matches, 
sightseeing and airport transfers  
A local tour manager will accompany each group 
for all logistical management 
All bookings once confirmed are non-refundable 
Square Off Sports reserves the right to modify /  
postpone / cancel the tour with prior intimation  
due to any unforeseen circumstances  

The week-long swimming programme provides an 
environment for the young swimmers from India 
with the benefits of:

Training with the Indian National team coach 
and Dronacharya Award recipient Pradeep 
Kumar 
One special training session to be conducted at 
the 50M competition pool at Hamdan Sports 
Complex, host to the FINA World 
Championships 
Daily training sessions to be conducted at the 
facilities of Al Nasar Swimming Complex, Oud 
Metha
Competition will be conducted at the 25M pool 
of GEMS Modern Academy in Nad Al Sheba

GLOBAL SPORTX

Global SportX is the boutique sporting experiences 
division of Square Off Sports.  The aim of these tour 
programs is to  introduce students to the 
international level of sports training. Through 
these programs,  our endeavour is to create a more 
aspiring  and confident sportsmen thus upskilling 
them to compete at an international stage. 

With over 30 years of coaching experience, 

Pradeep Kumar is India's First Coach to be ASCA - 

Level V certified and has been conducting Coaching 

Clinics for FINA in various countries. He is the 

Indian National Coach for Swimming and has been 

awarded the prestigious Dronacharya Award for 

Excellence in Swimming Coaching. 

PRADEEP KUMAR


